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Abstract Ridesharing has been becoming increasingly popular in urban areas worldwide
for its low cost and environmental friendliness. Much research attention has been drawn to
the optimization of travel costs in shared rides. However, other important factors in rideshar-
ing, such as the social comfort and trust issues, have not been fully considered in the existing
works. In this paper, we formulate a new problem, named Assignment of Requests to Of-
fers (ARO), that aims to maximize the number of served riders while satisfying the social
comfort constraints as well as spatial-temporal constraints. We prove that the ARO problem
is NP-hard. We then propose an exact algorithm for a simplified ARO problem. We further
propose three pruning strategies to efficiently narrow down the searching space and speed
up the assignment processing. Based on these pruning strategies, we develop two novel
heuristic algorithms, the request-oriented approach and offer-oriented approach, to tackle
the ARO problem. We also study the dynamic ARO problem and present a novel algorithm
to tackle this problem. Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate the efficiency and
effectiveness of our proposed approaches on real-world datasets.

Keywords ridesharing, LBS services, spatio-temporal databases

1 Introduction

With the popularity of mobile devices and the rise of the shared economy concept, rideshar-
ing is increasingly accepted by more people. Recently, ridesharing companies (e.g., Uber [5]
and DiDi [1]) have been allowing their users to intelligently share trips with goals to allevi-
ate urban traffic congestion as well as to monetarily benefit drivers and riders. A report [4]
shows a surge in ridesharing demands. For example, in 2017, DiDi provided over 7.4 billion
times of ridesharing services and served over 450 million users in 400 cities [4].
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Figure 1: A ridesharing example

Rider Requests
r1 < v1, v8, (1, 3), 8 >
r2 < v5, v7, (2, 5), 10 >
r3 < v1, v6, (1, 4), 7 >
r4 < v7, v11, (5, 8), 10 >

Table 1: Rider requests

r1 o

r2 r3

r4

Figure 2: Social connections of users

User Profile
o basketball, cooking, mountain climbing
r1 football, basketball, swimming
r2 cooking, photography, reading
r3 basketball, painting, cooking
r4 classical music, painting, calligraphy

Table 2: Users’ profile

To further encourage more drivers and riders to participate in ridesharing services, it
is important for ridesharing companies to promote their businesses through improving cus-
tomers’ experiences during rides. From riders’ perspectives, their feeling of satisfaction is
mainly determined by the social comfort with the driver and other riders (e.g., the gender,
interest or having common friends) and the travel cost. Intuitively, two persons tend to feel
comfortable if their social distance is short (e.g., they are friends of friends). Besides, the so-
cial comfort tends to increase if two persons share common interest, e.g., a rock music lover
may prefer to share a ride with someone who has a similar taste. Furthermore, the safety
concern is also an important factor for ridesharing. For example, a female rider may would
like to take the vehicle with female driver for safety concern in late nights. As the driver
is the one who stays in the vehicle throughout the entire journey, the driver plays the role
as the center of the journey and connects other riders in the same vehicle. In addition, users
usually prefer trips with less detour. On the other hand, a ridesharing company always wants
to serve as many users as possible. Consequently, a clear trend for ridesharing companies
is to provide ridesharing services considering both social factor and trust issues as well as
maximizing the number of customers whose requests are satisfied.

Following this trend, we consider a practical problem in ridesharing named Assignment
of Requests to Offers (ARO) in this paper. The purpose is to arrange riders to vehicles to
maximize the overall number of served riders subject to the constraints of the social comfort
threshold, the drivers’ and riders’ time constraints, and the vehicles’ capacities. The ARO
problem is illustrated with the following example.

Example 1 As shown in Figure 1, assume that there is one vehicle o that offers the rideshar-
ing service and four riders, r1 to r4, on a road network. The vehicle is currently located on
node v2 and its offer is denoted by the 5-tuple near it. The 5-tuple means o departs from v2
in time window [0, 2] and needs to arrive at v11 before time 10 with 3 available seats for
ridesharing. The information of riders’ requests is shown in Table 1. For each rider, his/her
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request is denoted by a 4-tuple <start node, destination, pick-up time window, deadline of
delivery>. For example, rider r1 wants to be picked up at v1 during time (1, 3) and be
dropped off at v8 no later than time 8. Figure 2 shows their social relationships and Table 2
illustrates their personal profiles in terms of their interest.

The riders send their requests to the system. The system then assigns riders to vehicles
subject to certain social comfort and time constraints and aims to maximize the number of
requests that are finally satisfied. The concept of social comfort considers the social distance
and the profile similarity, which will be introduced in detail in Section 2. Here, we assume
that when assigning a rider to a vehicle, the rider must have at least one common profile
keyword with the driver of the vehicle and their social distance is no larger than 2.

Given such social comfort constraints, rider r4 cannot be assigned to o as r4 and the
driver have no common interest. Then with the spatio-temporal and capacity constraints of
the driver’s offer and riders’ requests, there are two possible solutions: 1) assigning r3 to o
or 2) assigning r1 and r2 to o. As our goal is to maximize the satisfied requests, solution 2
is the better one.

As shown in the above example, the ARO problem we study in this paper matches ride
requests to offers and aims to maximize the number of satisfied requests, subject to the
social and spatio-temporal constraints. Most of previous studies on ridesharing [10, 13, 17]
mainly concentrate on assigning a rider to a vehicle in real-time in order to minimize the
travel cost subject to time, spatial or monetary constraints, seldom taking the social factor
into consideration. Hence, the existing methods cannot be used to solve the ARO problem
directly.

In addition, another challenge in the ARO problem is how to solve it in a dynamic
context, where requests and offers enter and leave the system and the system needs to process
each request in real time. In many cases, users cannot make their travel plans ahead of time
but issue instant riding requests. Thus, the second objective of this paper is to tackle ARO in
the dynamic context. We call such a problem dynamic ARO problem. To this end, the system
processes incoming requests one by one and assigns a request to the offer with the highest
social comfort.

To address the challenges, we first prove the ARO problem is NP-hard by reducing from
the knapsack problem [20]. Then we propose an exact algorithm to achieve the optimal solu-
tion by refining the vehicle capacity constraint. We also propose two heuristic approaches,
the request-oriented approach and offer-oriented approach, to solve the ARO problem effi-
ciently and achieve a high quality result. In addition, we propose a novel approach to tackle
the dynamic ARO problem. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

– We propose a research problem named Assignment of Requests to Offers (ARO) to ac-
commodate the real-world need of considering social comfort in ridesharing (Section 2).
We prove that the ARO problem is NP-hard.

– We propose an exact algorithm using Linear Programming to achieve the optimal solu-
tion of a variant of the ARO problem (Section 3).

– We propose three pruning strategies to efficiently narrow down the searching space and
speed up the assignment processing. Based on these pruning strategies, we develop two
novel heuristic algorithms, the request-oriented approach and offer-oriented approach,
to tackle the ARO problem (Section 4).

– We introduce a new dynamic ARO problem and develop a hopping algorithm to solve
this problem (Section 5).
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Symbol Meaning
o A ridesharing offer
r A ridesharing request
o.S The shedule of offer o
w.et Earliest time point of time window w
w.lt Latest time point of time window w
ftt(vi, vj) Fastest travel time from node vi to node vj
κ(S) Schedule cost of schedule S

Table 3: Notations

– We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets to evaluate the query effi-
ciency and effectiveness of our proposed algorithms. The results show that our proposed
algorithms achieve desirable performance (Section 6).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The ARO problem is formulated in Sec-

tion 2. We then propose a linear programming algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we
propose a set of pruning strategies and two heuristic algorithms. We present the dynamic
ARO problem and the hopping algorithm in Section 5. Experimental results are reported in
Section 6, followed by the related work in Section 7 and conclusion in Section 8.

2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we present the formal definition of matching offers and requests in social-
aware ridesharing. Table 3 lists the notations used throughout this paper.

Definition 1 (Road Network) A road network is modeled as an undirected graph G =
(V,E), where a vertex v ∈ V corresponds to a road junction and an edge (vi, vj) ∈ E cap-
tures the road segment between the two junctions. Furthermore, each road segment (vi, vj)
is associated with an average speed ωij .

Given two positions pi and pj embedded in a road network, we use spd(vi, vj) to denote
the shortest path distance from pi to pj , and ftt(vi, vj) to denote the fastest travel time from
pi to pj .

Definition 2 (Social Network) A social network is modeled as an undirected graph GS =
(US , ES), where a vertex u ∈ US corresponds to a user and an edge (ui, uj) ∈ ES means
that users ui and uj are socially connected (e.g., being friends or having common interest).

In the context of social-aware ridesharing, we need to consider the social comfort for
the persons in the same vehicle. Intuitively, two persons tend to feel comfortable if their
social distance is low. For example, two persons who are social network friends shall feel
comfortable in the same vehicle. Also, the social comfort tends to increase if two persons
can find common interest, e.g., a sport game, to talk about.

We use sd(ui, uj) to denote the social distance between two persons ui and uj , i.e.,
the social network hops between them. We denote the diameter of the social network GS as
dia(GS), where the diameter of a graph is the greatest distance between any pair of vertices.
As an extreme case, if there is no path between ui and uj , sd(ui, uj) will be dia(GS) + 1.
Also, each user u in a social network is associated with a set K of keywords that describe
her/his interest. We use a modified Jaccard similarity sim(ui, uj) =

|ui.K∩uj .K|+1

|ui.K∪uj .K|+1
to

capture the interest common to two persons ui and uj .
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Definition 3 (Social Comfort) The social comfort between two persons ui and uj is σ(ui, uj) =
sim(ui,uj)
sd(ui,uj)

.

In the modified Jaccard similarity definition above, the numerator and the denominator
are both increased by one compared to the standard definition. This is intended to avoid
having a zero social comfort value for two friends whose keyword sets do not overlap.

Definition 4 (Offer) A ridesharing offer o = (s, e, w, dt, c) means that a vehicle for ride-
sharing will start from location s during a time window w, it needs to reach the destination
e no later than time dt, and it has c seats for ridesharing.

Here, an offer o refers to both the offer itself and the driver who provides this offer. For a
time windoww, we usew.et andw.lt to denote its earliest and latest time point, respectively.
The offer’s original travel distance d(o) is defined as the shortest path distance from o.s to
o.e if the offer’s vehicle travels without any rider, i.e., d(o) = spd(o.s, o.e).

Definition 5 (Request) A ridesharing request r = (s, e, pw, dt) means that the rider needs
to be picked up at source s during a time window pw and to reach destination e no later than
time dt.

Likewise, a request r also refers to both the request itself and the rider who submits this
request.

Definition 6 (Schedule) Given a ridesharing offer o and a request setR = {r1, r2, . . . , rk},
a schedule S = (x1, x2, . . . , x2k+2) is a sequence of 2k + 2 elements, s.t.

– x1 = o.s, x2k+2 = o.e;
– ∀xi ∈ {x2, . . . , x2k+1}, ∃rj ∈ R s.t. xi = rj .s or xi = rj .e;

A given schedule S is feasible if there exists at least one road network path through S
sequentially, satisfying all time constraints associated to o and all locations in S. In other
words, a feasible path starts from o.s during time window o.w, picks and delivers riders in
the request set without violating their time constraints, and finally reaches o.e by the driver’s
latest time constraint o.dt. We use shortest feasible distance dsf (S) to denote the total road
network length of the shortest feasible path for schedule S.

Definition 7 (Schedule Cost) Suppose S is a feasible schedule for a ridesharing offer o and
a request set R. The schedule cost κ(S) is the detour distance which offer o’s vehicle has to
travel in order to accomplish schedule S, i.e., κ(S) = dsf (S)− d(o).

Definition 8 (Match) A ridesharing request set R is a match of an offer o if
– a feasible schedule is available for o and R; and
– ∀r ∈ R, σ(o.u, r.u) ≥ σT , i.e., the social comfort between the driver and each rider is

not less than a given threshold.

We employ a driver-centered mode regarding the social comfort in a vehicle because the
driver, as the service provider and the only person throughout the entire schedule, can play
a role in connecting different riders in the same vehicle.

Given an offer o and its match request set R, there can be multiple feasible schedules.
We use So,R to denote all such feasible schedules. For the offer o, it is important to minimize
the extra cost that results from the ridesharing. Therefore, we define the match cost as follow.
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Definition 9 (Match Cost) Suppose that a ridesharing request setRmatches an offer o. The
match cost κ(o,R) is the minimum schedule cost for all schedules in So,R, i.e., κ(o,R) =
minS∈So,Rκ(S).

Problem 1 (Assignment of Requests to Offers (ARO)) Given a setO of ridesharing offers
and a set R of requests within a time interval, a road network G and a social network GS ,
find an assignment from R to O s.t.

– each request is assigned to at most one offer o;
– the number of requests that are assigned is maximized.

vn

v0

v1
v2

v3

<v1 ,v1 ,(0,W),W> <v2 ,v2 ,(0,W),W>

<v3 ,v3 ,(0,W),W>

<vn ,vn ,(0,W),W>

o=<u,v0 ,v0 ,(0,W),W, k>

... ...

Figure 3: Illustration of ARO Instance

Theorem 1 (Hardness of the ARO Problem) The ARO problem is NP-hard.

Proof We prove Theorem 1 by a reduction from a classical NP-hard problem, namely 0-1
knapsack problem [20]. A 0-1 knapsack problem can be described as follows: given a set
of n items numbered from 1 up to n, each with a weight wi and a value si, along with a
maximum weight capacity W , the 0-1 knapsack problem maximizes

∑n
i=1 sixi subject to∑n

i=1 wixi ≤W and xi ∈ {0, 1}.
Given an instance of 0-1 knapsack, we can transform it to an instance of ARO as shown

in Figure 3: we set only one offer o = (v0, v0, (0,W ),W, k) located at node v0. Offer o’s
source and destination are both node v0, its departure time window is (o,W ) and the arrival
deadline is time W , the vehicle capacity is k. In addition, we assume that in each node vi
there are a set of requests and the total number of requests is m.

The request set at node vi, denoted as Ri, consists of si requests (i.e., |Ri| = si). We
assume that the social comfort between the driver and every rider is greater than or equal
to the given threshold. We set the destinations of the requests the same as their origins,
respectively. The pick-up time windows are (0,W ) and drop-off deadlines are W for all the
requests. Moreover, all the requests in the same set have the same origin, destination, pickup
time window and drop-off time. Then, the travel time from node v0 to node vi is wi

2 and
all the routes between any two nodes vi, vj(i, j 6= 0) must pass by node v0. For this ARO
instance, we try to find a match Rm of offer o such that |Rm| is maximized.

As the destinations of the requests are the same as their origins, once the vehicle arrives a
node vi, it can finish the request setRi locate in vi immediately. In order to serve the request
set Ri first then serve another request set Rj , the vehicle needs to move to node vi then go
back to v0 first before moving to another node, which requires wi time and increase |Rm|
with si by adding Ri to Rm. As the latest arriving time of offer o is also W , the vehicle
needs to return to v0 on or before W . Thus, to maximize the number of requests that are
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served is the same as to maximize the total value of the items in the knapsack problem under
the constraint of the capacity of the given knapsack. Given this mapping, it is clear that the
0-1 knapsack problem instance can be solved if and only if the transformed ARO problem
can be solved.

In this way, we can reduce the knapsack problem to the ARO problem. Since the knap-
sack problem is known to be NP-hard [20], ARO is also NP-hard, which completes our
proof.

3 Linear Programming Approach

If the maximum number of requests an offer can take is set to 1, then linear programming
(LP) can be used to find the global optimal solution.

For this simplified scenario, we first formulate our ARO problem into a linear program-
ming problem. Then, we apply traditional solvers to find the solution. Each request-offer
pair is assigned a binary variable xi,j , where 1 indicates that request ri is a match of offer
oj and 0 indicates otherwise. A request r is a match of an offer o if the travel time on the
route combines o.s, o.e, r.s and r, e satisfies both offer o and request r’s time constraints and
their social comfort is no less than the threshold σT . All the request-offer pairs are stored in
a matrix X. The objective of the LP is then to maximize the sum of the x·,·, which can be
formulated as follows.

max
∑
i∈R

∑
j∈O

xi,j

subject to:

x(i, j) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ R, j ∈ O, (1)∑
j∈O

x(i, j) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ R, (2)

∑
i∈R

x(i, j) ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ O. (3)

Constraint (1) simply enforces the binary nature of x(i, j). Constraint (2) implies that
each offer only takes one request and constraint (3) ensures that each request can only be
matched to one offer.

Although the linear programming method can find the optimal solution, it needs to stick
to the ridesharing constraint that an offer can take at most one request. To get the optimal
solution of the general ARO problem, a straightforward idea is as follows. Given a set O of
ridesharing offers and a set R of requests within a time interval (|O| = m, |R| = n), we
assume that each request can be assigned to one of the m offers and each offer o can accept
multiple requests. Hence the number of possible ways to assign requests to offers ismn. The
straightforward idea is to iteratively check the feasibility of every possible assignment and
finally select the assignment with maximum satisfied requests. In reality, both the numbers
of offer sets and request sets can be quite large, and therefore such a method is too expensive
to be applied in practice.

To tackle this problem, in the following sections, we introduce two heuristic approaches
to achieve high quality results and low computation workload at the same time.
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4 Algorithm Design

4.1 Request Set Reduction

Although the linear programming method in Section 3 can find the optimum solution, it
needs to restrict the ridesharing condition. An alternative choice to tackle the ARO problem
is to design efficient heuristic algorithms to achieve high quality results within affordable
time. Thus, we propose two greedy-based algorithms.

Before introducing the algorithms, one computational challenge for finding the optimal
match is that the size of request set R, i.e., |R| may be very large, especially when the
ridesharing is considered for a large city. We propose three options to reduce the request set
by removing those requests that cannot be served by a given offer o.

4.1.1 Ellipse Pruning

Given an offer o, the accessible range of this vehicle can be determined by the source/end
nodes and the time duration between o.w.et and o.dt. Given the the source/end nodes and
(o.dt − o.w.et), we can calculate the largest detour of o. Then the accessible range of o is
the ellipse with foci at the source and end nodes that guarantees a location inside it can be
visited by the vehicle within (o.dt − o.w.et). In other words, the requests whose source or
end nodes located outside o’s accessible range cannot be in the match set of o because o
cannot pick up or drop off the request within its own time limit.

Suppose an offer o’s source and end nodes are at nodes v5 and v11, respectively. The
ellipse in Figure 4 forms the accessible range of o. Only those requests whose source node
and end node both located inside the red ellipse can be the candidate request of o, the other
requests can be pruned directly.

v1

v2

v3

v4 v5

v6

v7
v8v9

v10

v11
v12

v13

v14 v15

v16 v17

Figure 4: Illustration of Ellipse Prune

4.1.2 Feasibility Pruning

Given a request r and an offer o, it can be possible that o cannot serve r no matter what
schedule o will take. We identify such situations by exploiting the spatio-temporal con-
straints implied by the request and offer.

Lemma 1 (Temporal Pruning) A request r cannot be included in any feasible schedule for
offer o if one or more of the following conditions hold
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– r.pw.lt < o.w.et;
– r.pw.et > o.dt;
– r.dt < o.w.et.

The first case of Lemma 1 indicates that request r’s latest pickup time is before offer o’s
earliest departure time, hence o cannot satisfy r. The second case indicates that if a request
r’s earliest pickup time is later than an offer o’s latest arrival time, then r cannot be served
by o. The last case suggests that r’s latest arrival time is earlier than o’s earliest departure
time, so o cannot include r in its schedule.

Lemma 2 (Spatio-temporal Pruning) A request r cannot be included in any feasible sched-
ule for offer o if one or both of the following conditions hold

– r.pw.lt < o.w.et+ ftt(o.s, r.s); or
– r.pw.et+ ftt(r.s, r.e) + ftt(r.e, o.e) > o.dt.

Lemma 2 lists two cases that a request r cannot be satisfied by an offer o according to
their spatio-temporal constraints: i) offer o cannot arrive at request r’s source before r.pw.lt
even if departing at o.w.et and travelling along the fastest path from o.s to r.s, and ii) if o
picks up r in r.s at time r.pw.et and delivers r to r.e along the fastest path from r.s to r.e,
then o cannot reach its own destination before o.dt even if taking the fastest path from r.e to
o.e.

4.1.3 Social Comfort Pruning

Another way to rule out the unsatisfied requests is to use social comfort threshold σT . Given
a request r, if r is in the offer o’s match set, then r must satisfy that the social comfort
between o and r is no less than σT . Recall that the social comfort between an offer o and
a request r is σ(o, r) = sim(o,r)

sd(o,r) , and the similarity can be computed directly according to

sim(o, r) = |o.K∩r.K|+1
|o.K∪r.K|+1

. The relationship between σ(o, r) and σT is shown in Equation 1.

σ(o, r) =
sim(o, r)

sd(o, r)
≥ σT (1)

Note that the social distance between two people can only be integer. Thus, given
sim(o, r), we can derive the social distance upper bound between o and r by Equation
2.

sd(o, r) ≤
⌊
sim(o, r)

σT

⌋
(2)

The next step is to determine whether the social distance between o and r exceeds⌊
sim(o,r)
σT

⌋
. Here, we use a breadth-first traversal strategy in the social network GS . The

traversal start from the offer o and terminates when meeting the given request r, and then
sd(o, d) will be returned. Or the traversal stops when the search depth is greater than

⌊
sim(o,r)
σT

⌋
.

4.2 Offer-oriented Approach

To tackle the ARO problem, one possible choice is to process offer by offer. The general
idea is as follows: given a set O of offers and a set R of requests, in each iteration, we
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Algorithm 1 OMEnumerative
Input: ridesharing offer o, ridesharing request setR
Output: the optimal match of o
1: reduceR according to Section 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 4.1.1
2: for k from |R| to 1 do
3: mincost←∞; optmatch← ∅
4: for each k-subset R ⊆ Rs do
5: cost← DP(o,R)
6: if cost < mincost then
7: mincost← cost; optmatch← R

8: if optmatch 6= ∅ then return optmatch

randomly select an offer o and find o’s current optimal match. Then, o is removed from O

and the requests in o’s match are removed fromR, this procedure stops when either O orR
becomes empty.

We next discuss how to find the optimal match for one offer. Given a ridesharing offer o,
a set R of ridesharing requests, and a social comfort threshold σT , how to find o’s optimal
match Rm ⊆ R, s.t.

– Rm is o’s match;
– |Rm| is maximized;
– κ(o,Rm) is the lowest when the previous two conditions are satisfied.

The algorithm to find optimal match of one offer in this section will be called in the
following sections.

Based on the previous request set pruning methods, the basic idea of finding the optimal
match for a given offer o is an enumerative algorithm. Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure.
It first refines the original request set R by using the two options introduced in Section 4.1
(lines 1-2). Subsequently, it finds the optimal match by enumerating all possible subsets of
the reduced set R (lines 3-9).

On line 6 in Algorithm 1, we can call (a modified version of) the dynamic programming
(DP) algorithm presented in previous works [18, 19] to get the best feasible schedule for
offer o and a request set R.

4.3 Request-oriented Approach

Another alternative is to process request by request. Based on this idea, we propose Request-
oriented Approach in this section. We first introduce the concept of compatibility graph
and discuss its construction. Next, we propose the request-oriented approach utilizing the
compatibility graph.

4.3.1 Compatibility Graph Construction

Due to the different time/spatial constraints of requests, there can be pairs of requests that
cannot coexist in the same feasible schedule, which means they cannot be assigned to the
match of the same offer.

Lemma 3 (Spatio-temporal Incompatibility) Two requests ri and rj cannot be in the
same feasible schedule if one or more of the following conditions hold

– ri.pw.lt ≤ rj .pw.et ∧ ri.pw.et+ ftt(ri.s, rj .s) > rj .pw.lt;
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Algorithm 2 CGConstrcution
Input: the reduced request setR
Output: the corresponding compatibility graph G
1: construct a complete directed graph G = (R, Ec)
2: for each ri ∈ R do
3: for each rj ∈ R do
4: if if ri and rj are incompatible then . Lemma 3
5: remove edges (ri, rj) and (rj , ri) from Ec

6: else if ri.pw.lt < rj .pw.et then
7: remove (rj , ri) from Ec

8: else if rj .pw.lt < ri.pw.et then
9: remove (ri, rj) from Ec

10: return G

– ri.pw.lt ≤ rj .pw.et+ ftt(rj .s, rj .e) ∧ ri.pw.et+ ftt(ri.s, rj .e) > rj .dt;
– ri.pw.et + ftt(ri.s, ri.e) ≤ rj .pw.et ∧ ri.pw.et + ftt(ri.s, ri.e) + ftt(ri.e, rj .s) >
rj .pw.lt;

– ri.pw.et + ftt(ri.s, ri.e) ≤ rj .pw.et + ftt(rj .s, rj .e) ∧ ri.pw.et + ftt(ri.s, ri.e) +
ftt(ri.e, rj .e) > rj .dt.

Suppose that we try to assign requests ri and rj to the match of an offer, Lemma 3
lists four incompatible cases of ri and rj . i) Request ri must be picked up before picking
up request rj , but a vehicle cannot arrive at rj .s on time after picking up ri. Hence ri and
rj cannot coexist in the same feasible schedule. ii) In a schedule, ri.s must be preceded
before rj .e but if ri is picked up first then the vehicle cannot arrive at rj’s destination before
rj .dt. iii) The earliest arrival time at ri’s destination is earlier than rj’s earliest pickup time,
hence ri needs to be dropped off before picking up rj . However the vehicle cannot reach
rj .s before rj .pw.lt after dropping off ri at ri.e. iv) The earliest arrival time at ri.e is earlier
than the earliest arrival time at rj .e, which suggests that the vehicle needs to drop off ri first.
However, after dropping off ri the earliest arrival time at rj .e is later than rj .dt so ri and rj
cannot be assigned to the match of the same offer.

With Lemma 3, given two requests ri and rj , there are four possibilities regarding their
pickup windows in a feasible schedule:
1. ri and rj are not compatible, i.e., they cannot be in the same schedule;
2. ri and rj are compatible, and they can be picked up in either order in the same schedule;
3. ri and rj are compatible, but ri must be picked up before rj (ri.pw.lt < rj .pw.et);
4. ri and rj are compatible, but rj must be picked up before ri (ri.pw.et > rj .pw.lt).

We use a data structure named compatibility graph to capture the compatibility and
precedence among requests for a given refined request set R.

Definition 10 (Compatibility Graph) A compatibility graph G = (Rc, Ec) is a directed
graph, where a vertex r ∈ Rc corresponds to a request and an edge (ri, rj) ∈ Ec means
request ri can be picked up before request rj in a schedule. (ri, rj) 6∈ Ec means that request
ri and rj cannot coexist in the same match set.

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure of constructing the compatibility graph for a given
refined request. We first construct the compatibility graph G as a complete directed graph
(line 1). Then we check the compatibility of each pair of requests. If a pair of requests ri, rj
are incompatible according to Lemma 3, then the edges (ri, rj) and (rj , ri) will be removed
from the edge set EC (lines 4-5). If ri and rj are compatible, then we check the precedence
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request pw.et pw.lt dt
r1 9:40 9:50 10:30
r2 10:10 10:20 11:00
r3 10:00 10:10 10:50
r4 9:50 10:00 10:40

Table 4: Examples of Requests

Figure 5: Road Network Example

relationship between them subject to time constraints (lines 6-9). After checking each pair
of requests, the final compatibility graph G is constructed and returned.

Example 2 Consider the requests in the road network shown in Figure 5 with the vertices
and weighted edges. The gray vertices indicate the source and destination of the requests.
The subscript s and e denote the start point and end point, respectively. We assume the
average speed is 40 km/h and the edge weights are in km. Therefore, the function ftt(·)
can be computed using a shortest path algorithm. When the for loop executes requests r1
and r4, it will find that the pair (r1,r4) is comply with the first condition in Lemma 3. The
inequality r1.pw.lt ≤ r4.pw.et holds. The distance of the shortest path between r1.s and
r4.s is 14.5, which can be easily computed using Figure 5. Then, ftt(r1.s, r4.s) equals 21.75
min. The second inequality ri.pw.et+ ftt(ri.s, rj .s) > rj .pw.lt holds, so the first condition
is checked to be true. Thus, the edges (r1,r4) and (r4,r1) are removed. Other request pairs
are checked using Lemma 3 as well as the pick-up order. The final compatibility graph,
which corresponds to the requests in Figure 5 and Table 4, is shown in Figure 6.

We next propose the request-oriented algorithm which utilizes the compatibility graph.

4.3.2 Request-oriented Algorithm

Based on the pruning methods proposed in Section 4.1 and the compatibility graph, we can
now process requests one by one. Algorithm 3 shows the procedure of Request-oriented
Algorithm. Firstly, for each request ri, based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we retrieve a set
of offers that possibly can serve ri as candidate offer set Ci of ri (lines 1-2). The loop from
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Figure 6: Compatibility Graph

Algorithm 3 Request-oriented Algorithm
Input: the request setR, the compatibility graph G
1: for each ri ∈ R do
2: find candidate offer set Ci of ri . according to Section 4.1.2 and Section 4.1.3
3: while |R| > 0 do
4: pick one ri,R← R− {ri}
5: if Ci 6= ∅ then
6: for each oj ∈ Ci do
7: if ∃rk ∈ oj .S ∧ (ri, rk) ∈ ∅ in G then
8: continue
9: else if ri can be assigned to oj then

10: calculate schedule cost of oj
11: insert ri into offer oj with lowest schedule cost

line 4 to line 12 processes one request in each iteration. In each iteration, we randomly select
one request ri. For every offer oj in ri’s candidate offer set, we first check if ri can coexists
with all the requests currently in oj’s schedule (lines 8-9). If there is no conflict, we then
check if ri can be inserted into oj’s schedule. If yes, then we compute oj’s schedule cost
after adopting ri (lines 10-11). Finally, we greedily insert ri into the offer with the lowest
schedule cost. This iteration terminates when there is no unprocessed request.

We propose two flavors of request-oriented approach. Specifically, a request-oriented
approach is said to be best-fit if the algorithm tries all the offers in the candidate offer set
and assigns the request to the offer with the lowest schedule cost (as described before); oth-
erwise, it is said to be first-fit if the algorithm assigns the request to the first offer satisfying
the request.

4.4 Time Complexity Analysis

4.4.1 Time Complexity of Offer-oriented Approach

For the offer-oriented approach, Algorithm 1 is processed for each offer o in the offer set O,
so in total Algorithm 1 will be processed for |O| iterations.

For Algorithm 1, in the worst case, we need to check k from |R| to 1, i.e., |R| iterations.
In each iteration, the number of different k-subsets isC|R|k . For each k-subset, the cost upper
bound of dynamic programming (DP (o,R)) is O(k23k) [19]. In total, the time complexity
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of Algorithm 1 is
|R|∑
k=1

C
|R|
k · k23k ≤ |R|2 · 3|R| · (2|R| − 1)

Thus, the time complexity of the offer-oriented approach is |O| · |R|2 · 3|R| · (2|R|− 1).

4.4.2 Time Complexity of Request-oriented Approach

For the request-oriented approach, the cost of finding candidate offer sets is O(|R|). In each
iteration, the size of the candidate set is less than the size of the offer set, i.e., |Ci| ≤ |O|.
To calculate the schedule cost, we use the Dijkstra algorithm whose cost is O(|E|log|V |)
where E and V represent the edge set and vertex set, respectively. The total time complexity
of the request-oriented approach is O(|R| · |O| · |E|log|V |).

In the pre-processing step, we construct a compatibility graph (Algorithm 2). The cost
of construct a complete directed graph is O(|V | · |E|). Then in each iteration, the cost upper
bound of check spatio-temporal incompatibility is the cost of the Dijkstra algorithm, which
isO(|E|log|V |). In total, the cost upper bound of compatibility graph construction isO(|V |·
|E|+ |R| · |R| · |E|log|V |).

5 Dynamic ARO Problem

In this section, we introduce a variant of the ARO problem, named dynamic ARO problem.
Previously, we consider the driver-centered mode regarding the social comfort in a vehicle
because the driver is the service provider and the only person that stays throughout the
entire schedule and can play a role in connecting different riders in the same vehicle. In
such a scenario, we require that the social comfort between the driver and each rider in the
vehicle must be greater than a pre-defined threshold.

Here, we consider another scenario: we regard every person in a vehicle equally import-
ant in the social environment, and thus we not only consider the social comfort between the
driver and riders but also take rider-rider social comfort into account. We also consider the
dynamic context, which means requests and offers keep entering and leaving the system and
the system processes them in real time.

With the development of autonomous vehicles, it is worth noting that the social comfort
model proposed in this section is also suitable for autonomous vehicles. In an autonom-
ous vehicle, no one stays on the vehicle throughout the entire schedule and plays the role
in connecting different riders as the driver. In this scenario, we view every person in the
same vehicle equally important in the social aspect and can adopt the following proposed
algorithm to solve the ARO problem for autonomous vehicles.

Problem 2 (Dynamic ARO Problem) Given a set of offers O each having its current
schedule of riders, a road network G, a social network GS , and a request r, find the op-
timal offer o for r s.t.

– the time constraints of r and other requests assigned to o are not violated,
– o’s social comfort is maximum among all the offers.

The overall procedure to solve the dynamic ARO problem is given in Algorithm 4. Upon
receiving a request r, we first find the candidate offer set OC for r according to the pruning
techniques introduced in Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2. Then for each candidate offer in
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Algorithm 4 Dynamic ARO Algorithm
Input: a rider request r, candidate offer set OC

Output: the optimal offer oopt with largest social comfort
1: sorted list L ← sorting offers in OC according to their SCUB

2: SCmax ← 0, oopt ← ∅
3: offer oi ← pop L
4: while SC(oi)UB > SCmax do
5: schedule S ← minSi∈Hopping(r,oi)

cost(Si)
6: if S 6= ∅ then . oi can satisfy r
7: if SC(oi) > SCmax then
8: oopt ← oi
9: SCmax ← SC(oi)

10: oi ← pop L
11: return oopt

User Profile
r basketball, football, cooking, classical music
o1 football, basketball, swimming
o2 photography, painting, reading
o3 classical music, painting

Table 5: Users’ profiles

User pair Social distance
(r, o1) sd(r, o1) = 2
(r, o2) sd(r, o2) = 1
(r, o3) sd(r, o3) = 3

Table 6: Social distance

OC , we calculate the social comfort upper bound SCUB . We elaborate on how to derive this
upper bound in Section 5.1. All the candidate offers are put in a sorted list L in descending
order of their social comfort upper bound values. Subsequently, we sequentially process
each candidate offer oi in L. The largest social comfort is initialized as 0 and the optimal
offer is ∅. In particular, we find the schedule for oi that satisfies r and yields the lowest
schedule cost. This procedure will be introduced in Section 5.2. Afterwards, we calculate
the final social comfort of oi and compare this value with the current largest social comfort.
If oi’s social comfort is greater than the current largest social comfort, we set the current
largest social comfort value as oi’s social comfort and replace the current optimal offer with
oi. This procedure terminates when the social comfort upper bound of the current candidate
offer oi from L to process is no greater than the current largest social comfort. In such a
case, all the remaining candidates in L cannot have higher social comfort values than the
current largest social comfort. As a result, the optimal offer is found.

Example 3 Suppose that a user submits a request r at time t. After using pruning methods
proposed in Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2, the candidate offer set OC = {o1, o2, o3}.
Suppose that o1, o2 and o3 are all have no assigned riders, i.e., oi.S = {oi.s, oi.e} where
i = 1, 2, 3. The social information of r and o1, o2, o3 is shown in Table 5 and Table 6.
According to Section 5.1, SCUB (o1) =

1
2 , SCUB (o2) =

1
8 , SCUB (o3) =

1
3 . Then o1, o2

and o3 are put into a sorted list L according to their SCUB in the descending order, and thus
L = {o1, o3, o2}. Initially, SCmax = 0 and oopt = ∅. Then the offers in L are popped one
by one for processing:
· In the first iteration, o1 is popped. We have SCUB (o1) > SCmax , and get o1.S =
{o1.s, r.s, r.e, o1.e} by executing the hopping algorithm. Then we compute SC(o1) =
1
4 . Since SC(o1) > SCmax , and SCmax and oopt are updated to SCmax = 1

4 and
oopt = o1.
· In the second iteration, o3 is popped. Firstly we check if SCUB (o3) > SCmax , the result

is positive. Then by invoking the hopping algorithm, we obtain o3.S = {o3.s, r.s, r.e, o3.e}.
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As o3.S 6= ∅, SC(o3) is computed as SC(o3) = 1
9 . Because SC(o3) < SCmax , SCmax

and oopt remain unchanged.
· In the third iteration, o2 is popped. Because SCUB (o2) < SCmax , the iteration is ter-

minated.
Finally, oopt = o1 is returned as the optimal offer.

5.1 Social Comfort Upper Bound

In the dynamic ARO problem, the social comfort of an offer is the average of pairwise social
comfort of all persons in the vehicle. The social comfort of an offer i, denoted by SCi, is
formally represented by Equation 3:

SC(oi) =

∑|Ui|
j=1

∑|Ui|
k=1 σ(uj , uk)

|Ui| · (|Ui| − 1)
(3)

where Ui is the union of the rider issuing the new request r, the offer oi driving the vehicle,
and all the riders that are involved in oi’s current schedule.

Recall that the social comfort between users ui and uj is defined as σ(ui, uj) =
sim(ui,uj)
sd(ui,uj)

.
The social distance sd(ui, uj) is the number of hops between ui and uj in the social net-
work, hence sd(ui, uj) must be a positive integer (i.e., sd(ui, uj) ≥ 1). Then we have

Lemma 4 (Social Comfort Upper Bound) σ(ui, uj) =
sim(ui,uj)
sd(ui,uj)

≤ sim(ui,uj)
1 =

sim(ui, uj).

According to Equation 3, the upper bound of the social comfort of a vehicle is:

SCUB (oi) =

∑|Ui|
j=1

∑|Ui|
k=1 σ(uj , uk)

|Ui| · (|Ui| − 1)

=

∑|Ui|
j=1

∑|Ui|
k=1

sim(uj ,uk)
sd(uj ,uk)

|Ui| · (|Ui| − 1)

≤
∑|Ui|
j=1

∑|Ui|
k=1 sim(uj , uk)

|Ui| · (|Ui| − 1)
(4)

5.2 Assign Request to Offer

In this section, we introduce how to find the schedule with the lowest cost of a candidate
offer o given a request r.

The first step is to use some conditions to quickly check whether o can satisfy r or not.
In particular, we utilize the ellipse pruning proposed in Section 4.1.1 but here we draw the
accessible range of the request r. The accessible range of r is an ellipse with foci at r.s
and r.e, and the length of the major axis is (r.dt − r.w.et) · vmax, where vmax represents
the maximum velocity in the road network. After having r’s accessible range, we check the
points in o’s current schedule one by one; and if there exists one point located outside r’s
accessible range, then o cannot satisfy r and is pruned immediately.

Afterwards, Lemma 3 is used to check the compatibility between r and other requests in
o’s current schedule o.S. If r is compatible with o and all the other requests in o.S, then we
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Algorithm 5 Hopping(r, o)
Input: a rider request r, an offer o
Output: the set result of all feasible schedules after inserting r into o.S
1: pointerLeft ← 0, pointerRight ← o.S.size()− 1, result ← ∅
2: while pointerRight > 0 do
3: if r.pw.et+ ftt(r.s, r.e) > rpointerRight+1.dt then
4: break . Lemma 7
5: else
6: pointerRight −−
7: while pointerLeft < o.S.size() do
8: if r is not compatible with rpointerLeft then
9: return ∅ . Lemma 3

10: Schedule schedule← o.S, Insert r.s at pointerLeft
11: if tarrival > r.pw.lt then
12: break . Lemma 5, Lemma 6
13: else if inserting r.s into schedule succeeds then
14: if pointerLeft ≥ pointerRight then
15: pointerRight ← pointerLeft

16: for each possible insertion position i such that i > pointerRight in schedule do
17: if insertion of r.e at i succeeds then
18: result ← result ∪ sch, remove r.e from schedule . Reset s
19: pointerLeft++
20: return result

try to insert r.s and r.e into o.S. Intuitively, we need to try all possible ways to find the way
of insertion with the lowest schedule cost. For simplicity, we assume the precedence relation
in the current schedule remains unchanged during the scheduling process. Then assigning r
into o’s current schedule o.S can be done in two steps: i) we insert r.s into o.S and ii) we
insert r.e into o.S. We check whether o can satisfy r for all possible insertion ways for o, the
procedure is called feasibility check. The schedule costs of the feasible ones are calculated
and the lowest cost together with the corresponding schedule is stored as the schedule and
cost of o.

Lemma 5 If there exists a request rx in o.S s.t.
– r.pw.lt < rx.pw.et, or
– r.pw.lt < rx.pw.et+ ftt(rx.s, rx.e),

then r.s cannot be inserted after rx.s in o.S.

Lemma 6 If there exists a request rx in o.S s.t. r.pw.et + ftt(r.s, r.e) ≥ rx.dt, then r.s
cannot be inserted after rx.e in o.S.

Lemma 7 If there exists a request rx in o.S s.t. r.pw.et + ftt(r.s, r.e) > rx.dt, then r.e
cannot be inserted before rx.e in o.S.

The proofs of these lemmas are trivial and are hence omitted. According to Lemmas
5 to 7, we can further narrow down the search space when inserting r.s and r.o into o.S.
Algorithm 5 describes the whole procedure. Generally, it utilizes two pointers, pointerLeft
and pointerRight , to indicate possible insertion positions after pruning by the previous lem-
mas. Given a rider request r and an offer o, the Hopping Algorithm returns the set result
that contains all the feasible schedules after inserting r into o.S. In o.S, the positions before
pointerLeft are the possible positions where r.s could be inserted. Likewise, positions after
pointerRight are the possible positions where r.e could be inserted. Initially, pointerLeft
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Request/Offer pw.et pw.lt dt
r 10:00 10:05 10:40
o 9:40 9:50 10:50
r1 10:10 10:15 10:30

(a) Requests/Offer Information

o.s r1.s r1.e o.e

pointerLeft

pointerRight

(b) 1st iteration

o.s r1.s r1.e o.e

pointerLeft

pointerRight

(c) 2nd iteration

Figure 7: An Example of Hopping Algorithm

is at the left most position of o.S and pointerRight is at the right most position (line 1).
The algorithm first finds the position of pointerRight according to Lemma 3 (lines 2-6).
Subsequently, pointerLeft moves from left towards right in o.S in an iterative manner (lines
7-20). If r is not compatible with some request in o.S, then the algorithm returns ∅ which
means r cannot be inserted into o.S (lines 8-9). Otherwise, the algorithm attempts to insert
tr.o at pointerLeft . Here, we use tarrival to denote the projected arrival time at r.s. If the
projected arrival time at r.s is later than r.pw.lt, then tr.o cannot be inserted into the current
position or the positions after pointerLeft in o.S according to Lemma 5 (lines 10-12). If r.s
is inserted successfully, then the algorithm attempts to insert r.e from the right most position
to pointerRight and adds the feasible schedules into result (lines 13-20).

Example 4 Figure 7 shows an example of Hopping algorithm. The offer o’s original sched-
ule is shown in Figure 7b; o needs to pick up then drop off rider r1 before arriving o.e. Cer-
tainly, o.s and o.e must stay at the first and the last position in o.S during the insertion. The
temporal information of offer o, request r1, and the new incoming request r is shown in Table
7a.The fastest travel time from r.s to r.e is ftt(r.s, r.e) = 30min. Initially, pointerRight
points between r1.e and o.e. It is found that r.pw.et+ ftt(r.s, r.e) > r1.dt, and according
to Lemma 7, pointerRight stops moving leftward and stays after r1.e. This indicates that r.d
cannot be inserted before r1.e. On the other hand, pointerLeft points between o.s and r1.s.
It is first checked that r is compatible with o. Then r.s can be inserted into o.S successfully,
and the algorithm checks the positions since pointerValid (equals to pointerRight for now)
to see if r.e can be inserted. As r.e can be inserted at pointerRight , this new schedule is
inserted into result . Subsequently, pointerLeft moves towards right and points between r1.s
and r1.e as shown in Figure 7c. Since r.pw.lt < r1.pw.et, Lemma 5 holds, and the iteration
terminates and the schedules in result are returned as feasible schedules after inserting r
into o.S.

5.3 Time Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the time complexity of the dynamic ARO algorithm. The up-
per bound of the size of OC is |O|. To sort the candidate offer set, the time complexity is
O(|O|log|O|). In the worst case, the algorithm needs to check each offer in the offer setO to
find the optimal offer, and thus the maximum number of iterations is |O|. In each iteration,
the cost of the hopping algorithm isO(c · |E|log|V |), whereE and V are the edge set and the
vertex set, respectively, and c is a constant which is usually less than 10 and proportional to
the number of riders in an offer o’s schedule. Therefore, the time complexity of the dynamic
ARO algorithm is O(|O|log|O|+ |O| · |E|log|V |) = O(|O| · (log|O|+ |E|log|V |)).
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Table 7: Parameter Settings

Parameters Settings
# of offers |O| 200, 600, 1000, 1600, 2000
# of requests |R| 2000, 6000, 10000, 16000, 20000
Vehicle capacity c 2, 3, 4, 5
Max waiting time wt 1min, 3min, 5min, 10min, 20min

6 Experimental Studies

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of five algorithms proposed in
this paper: the linear programming approach (LP for short) presented in Section 3, the Offer-
Oriented approach (OO) and two kinds of request-oriented approach: Request-oriented Best-
fit approach (RB) and Request-oriented First-fit approach (RF), and the Hopping algorithm
proposed in Section 5. All algorithms are implemented in Java, and run on a workstation
with Xeon X5650 2.66GHz CPU and 32GB RAM.

6.1 Experimental Settings

We conduct the experiments using the real road network of New York, which contains
264,346 nodes and 366,923 edges. We evaluate the algorithms on a large-scale dataset con-
taining 1,445,285 trips made by New York taxis over one month (January 2016) [3]. Among
these trips, we take part of them as the driver offers and the remaining trips as the rider re-
quests. To simulate users’ social connections, we make use of friendship network extracted
from Gowalla [2] (consisting of 196,591 nodes and 950,327 edges). We assume that offers
and requests are submitted by distinct users and associate every user with one person in the
social network. We also randomly assign every user 1 to 5 keywords from 50 keywords to
simulate users’ interest. For each experiment, we set the social comfort threshold as 0.08.

We study the effect of the following parameters: the number of offers, the number of
requests, the vehicle capacity, and the max waiting time (i.e., the time duration of pick up
time window). Table 7 describes the experiment settings where the default values are in
bold font. In each set of experiments, we vary one parameter and set other parameters to the
default values.

For each experiment, we measure the following metrics: 1) Number of satisfied requests
as the number of requests got satisfied in the ridesharing, 2) Offer-sharing rate represents
the fraction of offers participating in ridesharing among all offers, and 3) Running time as
the clock time for the processing. We also conduct a set of experiments on a small-sized
ARO instance with vehicle capacity of 1. In this case, we use the Linear Programming
(LP) method to achieve the optimal result and compare it with other proposed heuristic
approaches’ results.

6.2 Experimental Results of ARO problem

6.2.1 Effect of the Number of Offers |O|

In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of different approaches under
different numbers of offers. From Figure 8, we can observe that OO and RF achieve sim-
ilar performance in terms of the number of satisfied requests and offer-sharing rate. Both
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Figure 8: Effect of the Number of Offers |O|
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Figure 9: Effect of the Number of Requests |R|
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Figure 10: Effect of Vehicle Capacity c

approaches perform better than RB, which indicates that OO and RF are more effective as
they are able to satisfy more requests and allow more offers to share their vehicles at the
same time. The reason for RB’s worse effectiveness is because it processes requests one by
one and tries to find the optimal offer for each request. However, the local optimum does
not lead to the global optimum. It is possible that one previously assigned request of an of-
fer blocks more feasible requests to be assigned to the offer. On the other hand, RF simply
assigns each request to the first feasible offer and leaves more flexibility for the unprocessed
requests. For OO, it tries to find the set of requests with lowest schedule cost for each offer
and avoids the limitation of processing requests one by one. As shown in Figure 8c, RF runs
fastest due to its simple mechanism. Note that the y-axis is in log-scale. The OO approach
runs much more slower than the other two approaches because it enumerates all the possible
sets of requests and the computation workload is very high.

6.2.2 Effect of the Number of Requests |R|

Figure 9 shows the effect of the number of requests by varing the number from 2k to 20k,
where other parameters are set to default values. Again, OO and RF perform better w.r.t.
the number of satisfied requests and offer-sharing rate. As shown in Figures 9a and 9b, both
the satisfied requests number and the offer-sharing rate increase as the number of requests
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Figure 11: Effect of Maximum Waiting Time wt

increases. The reason is that when more requests are submitted to the system, there are a
higher chance for offers to find feasible matches. In Figure 9a, the number of satisfied re-
quests grows fast when the number of requests increases from 2k to 6k, but grows slowly
when the number of requests becomes than 6k and even decreases when the number of
requests approaches 20k. This is because when the requests become saturated, all the capa-
cities of offers are used and no more offers can be entertained. In addition, when the number
of requests increases, there are more requests that cannot coexist in the same vehicle. As a
result, the number of satisfied requests drops slightly. Figure 9c shows that the running time
also increases when |R| increases. The reason is that the number of requests that need to
be processed also increases. For OO, it cannot handle 20,000 requests in a reasonable time
hence there is no experimental result reported for OO under 20k requests.

6.2.3 Effect of Vehicle Capacity c

Figure 10 shows the experimental results with different vehicle capacities, c, from 2 to 5.
As shown in Figure 10a, the number of satisfied requests increases when c increases. This is
because a higher vehicle capacity allows each offer to serve more requests, thus increasing
the total number of satisfied requests. Figure 10b shows that the offer-sharing rate decreases
slightly as c grows. The reason is that some offers adopt more requests than before and make
the remaining offers have no candidate requests. In Figure 10c, RF is still the most efficient
and the vehicle capacity c does not affect the efficiency much for both RB and RF. However,
the running time of OO increases dramatically as c rises and cannot handle the requests
when the vehicle capacity is 5. For OO, the sets of requests need to be checked for each
offer increases a lot with the increase of c, thus the computation workload also rises rapidly.

6.2.4 Effect of Maximum Waiting Time wt

Figure 11 shows the effect of maximum waiting time wt when wt is varied from 1min to
20min. As shown in Figure 11a and Figure 11b, the overall satisfied requests and offer-
sharing rates of OO and RF increase when the pickup time window gets larger. When the
waiting time of requests increases, more offers can arrive at the source locations of the
requests. Then for OO it has more candidate requests for each offer and for RF there are
more potential offers to take for each request. On the other hand, the effectiveness of RB
decreases the maximum waiting time is lager than 5 minutes. RB assigns each request to the
offer with lowest schedule cost among all the candidate offers, when the candidate offers
get larger for each request, this kind of selection hurts the global optimum. In Figure 10c,
the running time increases for all the evaluated approaches with the increasing maximum
waiting time as the candidate space increases. RF is the fastest and OO is the slowest.
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Figure 12: Results of Small-sized ARO Instance

Table 8: Parameter settings of dynamic ARO problem

Parameters Settings
# of offers 1000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 20000
Vehicle capacity 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Max waiting time 1min, 3min, 5min, 10min, 20min

6.2.5 Results of Small-sized ARO Instance

To demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed approaches, we compare the results achieved
by three heuristic approaches (OO, RB and RF) with the optimal result obtained by the
Linear Programming method (LP) on a small-sized ARO instance. Due to the limitation of
LP, we restrict the vehicle capacity to 1 and set the ratio |O| : |R| = 1 : 1.2 in this set of
experiments. As shown in Figure 12, our approach OO performs very close to the optimal
result in terms of both satisfied requests and offer-sharing rate. RF also achieves quite good
performance. On average, it performs as good as 80% of the optimum w.r.t. satisfied requests
and offer-sharing rate. In addition, our approach runs at least 10 times faster than LP.

6.3 Experimental Results of Dynamic ARO problem

In this section, we show the experimental results of dynamic ARO problem. We experiment-
ally evaluate the algorithm proposed in this paper for dynamic ARO problem (referred to as
Hopping) with the Nearest Neighbor (NN) approach and the T-Share approach [15].

For the dynamic ARO problem, we study the effect of the number of offers, the vehicle
capacity, and the maximum waiting time. The default (bold) and other tested settings are
shown in Table 8. For each experiment, we measure the following metrics: 1) Satisfaction
rate: the percentage of requests that get satisfied, 2) Number of shared offers: number of
offers participating in ridesharing among all offers, 3) Social comfort of the requests which
are satisfied, and 4) Running time: the clock time for the query processing. The result of
social comfort and running time are reported as the average of 2,000 queries.

6.3.1 Effect of the Number of Offers |O|

We first evaluate the three approaches under different numbers of offers, from 1000 to 20000.
Figure 13a indicates that our method is most effective as it serves more riders compared to
T-Share and NN. As shown in Figure 13a and Figure 13b, both the satisfaction rate and the
number of shared offers increase with the growth of offer number for all three approaches.
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Figure 13: Effect of the Number of Offers |O|

The reason is that when the number of offers increases, the potential available offers for each
request also increases, and thus more offers join the ridesharing and render more requests to
be satisfied. Figure 13c shows that our method achieves higher social comfort under different
numbers of offers. This is because our method is designed to make social-aware matching,
i.e., finding the offer with the highest social comfort, whereas the other approaches are
not designed to achieve that goal. T-Share only considers the spatial detour and performs
worst in social comfort, and NN simply assigns the request to the nearest feasible offer and
ignores the social factor. When the number of offers becomes larger, more offers accept only
one request, and thus the average social connection becomes looser and the average social
comfort drops for all three approaches. Figure 13d shows that when there are more offers,
the scalability of T-Share suffers. The efficiency of our method also slightly decreases as
the size of candidates for each request increases, and thus the computation workload also
grows. In contrast, NN only chooses the nearest feasible offer and hence its running time
remains stable.

6.3.2 Effect of Maximum Waiting Time wt

Figure 14 shows the experimental results when varying the maximum waiting time,wt, from
1min to 20min. As shown in Figure 14a, the satisfaction rate of all three methods grows as
the maximum waiting time increases. This is because the feasible offers of each request
become more, and thus more requests are satisfied. Among these methods, our approach
and T-Share perform quite the same and slightly better than NN. Figure 14b shows that
the number of shared offers increases when the max waiting time increases, but for our ap-
proach and NN, the number of shared offers decreases when the max waiting time is greater
than 5min. This indicates that when there are more feasible offers, our method tends to as-
sign requests to offers that already have some riders in the vehicle, achieving higher social
comfort. In contrast, T-Share assigns the request to the offer with the minimum additional in-
curred travel distance. Consequently, T-Share approach tends to assign requests to an empty
vehicle, and thus the number of shared offers gets higher with the increment of satisfaction
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Figure 14: Effect of Maximum Waiting Time wt

rate. Figure 14c indicates that the social comfort increases for all three methods when the
maximum waiting time grows. Our approach outperforms the other two in social comfort,
and T-Share approach performs worst as it focuses on minimizing additional travel distance
only. NN simply assigns the request to the closest offer and does not take social comfort into
account. In Figure 14d, the efficiency of all three approaches decreases with the increased
maximum waiting time because the size of candidate offers grows. The T-Share approach
runs the slowest among the three approaches because it does not prune impossible vehicles
before scheduling. For our approach, when the maximum waiting time becomes longer, the
size of the candidate offer set increases, and hence the computation workload also increases.
Besides, our approach tends to assign requests to offers that already have some riders in their
schedules to achieve higher social comfort, which leads to a large schedule size. As a result,
the number of possible insertion ways and the shortest path calculation increase sharply.
Consequently, the performance of our approach degrades when the maximum waiting time
is large and the gap between the T-share and our approach becomes smaller.

6.3.3 Effect of Vehicle Capacity c

In this set of experiments, we study the effect of vehicle capacity. As shown in Figure 15a,
our method serves more riders than the others (i.e., it results in higher satisfaction rate).
When the vehicle capacity is small, the satisfaction rate increases as the capacity grows for
all the approaches. This is because there are more available seats for ridesharing. When the
vehicle capacity is larger than 4, the satisfaction rate stops growing, which suggests almost
all the requests are satisfied. The requests are not satisfied, not because there are no enough
offers but because of other reasons, e.g., time-conflicts or their locations are too far. The
number of satisfied offers and the value of average social comfort show the same trend as
that of the satisfaction rate (Figure 15b and Figure 15c). As before, our method achieves
much higher average social comfort than T-Share and NN. In Figure 15d, T-Share performs
worst in term of the running time, whereas our method runs slightly slower than NN method.
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Figure 15: Effect of Vehicle Capacity c

7 Related Work

With the popularity of smartphones and geo-locating devices, people can easily get access to
the ridesharing services. Recently, companies (e.g., Didi) allow private car drivers to provide
ridesharing services in order to reduce the travel cost for both drivers and riders (e.g., Shun-
fengche of Didi [1]). Although a large body of existing works have studied the ridesharing
problem [16] [13] [17], they mainly focus on providing ridesharing services to the riders
with the minimum travel cost. However, the travel cost may not be the most important con-
cern in ridesharing, and riders care more about safety and social comfort [14]. Thus, we take
into consideration the social comfort and try to serve as much riders as possible.

The match of offers and requests in social-aware ridesharing problem can be viewed as
a variant of the dial-a-ride problem (DARP). In DARP, there is no private car and the trans-
portation is carried out by non-private vehicles (such as taxis) that provide a shared service.
In order to receive the service, each rider submits a request with the origin and destination
locations. Then the service provider returns a set of routes with the minimum cost that sat-
isfy all ride requests under some spatio-temporal constraints. A survey [9] summarizes the
previous studies on DARP. In general, DARP is NP-hard and only instances with a small
number of vehicles and requests can be solved optimally, and the solutions are often based
on integer programming techniques [21]. These solutions are usually implemented in two
phases: the first phase is to partition the requests and obtain an initial schedule, and the
second phase is to improve the solution by local search.

Some works group the ride requests with bounded distance errors, and then use heuristic
algorithms to dispatch a set of riders to each vehicle to provide a high running efficiency
such that the ridesharing services can be used in on-line situations with large scale existing
ride requests [12]. Motivated by the recent mobile technologies, online ridesharing services
have been drawing increasing attention from both industry and academia [13] [16] [17]
[22]. In dynamic ridesharing systems, riders and drivers continuously enter and leave the
system. Dynamic ridesharing algorithms match up them one by one without guaranteeing
the global optimality. In [16], Ma et al. proposed an online taxi-ridesharing framework and
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utilized a grid-based index to solve the problem. Huang et al. [13] formulated a centralized
real-time ridesharing problem with service guarantee, and proposed a novel kinetic tree
based solution. When receiving a new rider request, the kinetic tree structure enables to
reorder schedules and finds the optimum schedule among all the possible schedules for all
the vehicles.

A few recent studies focused on the trust issue in ridesharing [6] [8] [14] [10] [7].
Alternative approaches include adopting reputation-based systems and profile check by as-
sociating with social networks such as Facebook [6]. Cici et al. [8] proposed to assign parti-
cipants who are friends or friends of friends into one group in order to gain potential benefits
of ridesharing. Li et al. [14] employed k-core as the primary social model and proposed al-
gorithms to solve social-aware ridesharing group queries. They aim to find a group of riders
such that 1) each rider’s ridesharing trip is close to the query issuer’s trip and 2) each mem-
ber in this group is familiar with at least k other members. One big difference between this
paper and [14] is that the form of ridesharing in these two papers are different. In our work,
for the both the static and dynamic ARO problems, the vehicle will pick up a rider at his/her
origin and drop off at his/her destination. In other words, the riders do not need to walk
extra distance to take part in the ridesharing service. On the other hand, [14] works for the
ridesharing form named slugging. Slugging assumes that the driver’s trip is fixed and that
the riders would walk to the origin location of the driver’s trip, board at the departure time,
alight at the driver’s destination, and then walk to their own destinations. Apparently, slug-
ging is not convenient for riders. Besides, [14] aims to find a ridesharing group that satisfies
k-core, i.e., each member in this group has social relation with at least k other members. In
real-world ridesharing, k-core might be too restrict and hard to find satisfied groups. In this
paper, we consider the social constraint and measure both social relation and users’ similar-
ity by social comfort, which is more practical. In [10], we proposed a framework for online
social-aware taxi ridesharing service. Upon receiving a user’s trip request, the framework
ranks feasible taxis in a way that integrates detour in time and passengers’ cohesion in so-
cial distance. In contrast, the ARO problem investigated in this paper takes social comfort
and match cost into consideration and aims to maximize the satisfaction rate in a global way
such that most riders can be served.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose the problem of Assignment of Requests to Offers (ARO), which
arranges requests to offers subject to the social comfort constraint, the offers’ and requests’
time constraints, and the vehicle capacities. We prove that ARO problem is NP-hard. We
propose a linear programming approach for a variant of the ARO problem. We further de-
velop two heuristic approaches (i.e., the offer-oriented approach and the rider-oriented ap-
proach), which can efficiently and effectively tackle the ARO problem. We extend the ARO
problem to a dynamic context where offers and requests enter and leave the system in real
time. To handle this dynamic ARO problem, we propose pruning techniques and processing
algorithms. An extensive empirical study on real datasets demonstrates the efficiency and
effectiveness of our ARO approaches. In general, the offer-oriented approach is most effect-
ive and performs very close to the optimal result on small-sized ARO instances. However,
the offer-oriented approach is time-consuming. The rider-oriented first-fit approach runs fast
and also achieves quite good performance in terms of effectiveness. For the dynamic ARO
problem, our experimental results demonstrate the competitiveness of our approach com-
pared with the state-of-the-art alternatives.
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As for future work, we plan to design index-based approaches to solve the ARO prob-
lem. It is also interesting to design an efficient approximate algorithm with a tight approx-
imation bound.
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